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VMTP Presentation

• VMTP Framework
• More on the New Paradigm for Economic
Development

• VMTP Planning Process
• Defining Capacity Needs for Regional Networks

• Regional Profile Data
• Economic Profile
• Commuting and Accessibility
• Activity Centers
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Process Update
Virginia Multimodal Transportation Plan 2015
- Work Flow and Key Input Opportunities MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

SoGR NEEDS
SAFETY NEEDS
CAPACITY/OPERATIONS NEEDS
Regional Network Analysis
CoSS Analysis
UDA Analysis
DRAFT CAPACITY NEEDS
FINAL CAPACITY NEEDS

May 28th Williamsburg

In-Person Work Session with MPOs

Statewide Regional Forums w/ All Planners and
Providers of Transportation Services

UDA Specific Outreach - Webinar and
Needs Survey in April for Localities with UDAs

Statewide Public Meetings
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What is VTrans2040?
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VMTP Framework
“Demographic and market studies consistently show that
workers in the 21st century economy prefer walkable
communities that are served by rail and public transit, as well
as roads. If we want to cultivate this work force, which we need
to do, we need to get ahead of these trends.”

Governor McAuliffe
June 18, 2014
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VMTP Framework
Demographic
Travel Behavior
Freight

Trends
Analysis

Paradigm
Shift

Economy
VTrans Survey
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Create
a Great
Place

Placemaking is the Key
Emerging evidence
suggests the economic
growth model is evolving
to one that instead starts
by attracting people, the
workforce, which then
brings in employers and
growth.

“Successful [places] have four key qualities:
they are accessible; people are engaged in
activities there; the space is comfortable
and has a good image; and finally, it is a
sociable place.”
Project for Public Spaces Article,

What Makes A Successful Place?

People
Will
Come

They Want Livability

Generational Lens:
Millennials
• Desire to live in urban, rather than
suburban, environments
• An analysis published by City Observatory finds that young,
highly educated Americans are increasingly moving to the
close-in neighborhoods of the nation’s large metropolitan
areas.
• Survey data highlighted in a Wall Street Journal article shows
that 88% of Millennials want to be in an urban setting.

• Millennials do not rely on a car as their
sole means of transportation.
• A study conducted by the American Public Transportation
Association found that communities that attract Millennials
have a multitude of transportation choices.
• Millennial research published by Michigan Future showed
that 82% of respondents would prefer to commute to work
by foot, bike, or public transportation.
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Generational Lens:
Boomers
• Boomers want to age in place
• Despite their age difference, Boomers and
Millennials share some commonalities in what
they want in a community. Chief among these
common interests is the desire for more and
better non-car transportation options.
• Majorities of both groups say there are not enough
transportation alternatives where they live (59% of
Millennials and 58% of Boomers).
• Both generations feel that affordable and convenient
transportation alternatives to the car are at least somewhat
important when deciding where to live and work (81% of
Millennials and 77% of Boomers).
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Jobs
Follow

Employment
opportunities will arise
where the people are

The New Economy
The Chasing the Past
report presents a
framework entitled the
“New Economy” where
the key strategy is focused
on attracting talent, not
companies.
One of the most important
elements of the New Economy is
the idea that talented knowledge
workers create jobs two ways:
1. Employers follow the talented.
2. Talented entrepreneurs create
new businesses.
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Caveat
These trends particularly apply to:
• Attracting a 21st century workforce
• Information-based industries
• Phase 2 of SIR research will reveal the ways that
placemaking and different transportation
features influence location decisions for
companies from a variety of industries
• VMTP also addresses goods movement needs
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Community
Thrives

economic success
is a key outcome

Mobility Options Make Good
Economic Sense
In addition to job creation,
placemaking is associated with a
host of positive economic effects.
Walkability and proximity to transit in particular
have been shown to help areas perform better
economically.
• Walkability is associated with increased office, residential, and
retail rents, retail revenues, and for-sale residential values
according to the Walk this Way report.
• Commercial real estate located in more walkable sites
commands higher property values and is associated with a
higher net operating income according to an academic paper.
• A report published by the American Public Transportation
Association and the National Association of Realtors found that
households in transit sheds had more resilient property values
and lower average transportation costs that the region as a
whole.
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Planning for Tomorrow
• Economic development has always been about creating an attractive
“place.” What’s different today and for the foreseeable future is that
instead of focusing on making your region or locality appealing to
companies and industry, now you should focus on appealing to
people.
• In the future there will be a battle for workers, and communities
having more than their fair share of talented workers – at any age –
are destined to be successful. This will happen in those communities
that create a better “place” for people to live, play and work.
• A key factor in what makes one place more desirable than another is
the transportation infrastructure and the ease of getting around.
• Therefore, VMTP will focus efforts on profiling economic conditions
and assessing the transportation needs to support the future
economic profile for each region.
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VMTP Planning Process

CURRENT
ECONOMIC
CONDITION

DESIRED
FUTURE
ECONOMIC
CONDITION

CURRENT
TRANSPORTATION
CONDITION

TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM NEEDED
TO SUPPORT
FUTURE
ECONOMIC
CONDITION
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“GAP” = Transportation “NEED”

Business and workforce needs
will vary

• Different peak
commute
times
• Customer
traffic
• Trip-chaining
destinations
• Truck
deliveries

Trade/Freight

• Mixed-use
development
• Walking
between
destinations
• Traditional
peak commute
times
• Airport access

Local Services

Information/Technology

Each economic cluster generates unique needs,
opportunities and constraints related to accessibility

• Shift hours
• Truck origins
and
destinations
• Rail, port
and/or airport
access
• Remote
(smells &
sounds)
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Needs Assessment for Capacity
Projects – Regional Networks
Transportation
+ Economics

•Relate Industries to
Transportation Needs

Transportation
Conditions

•Measure Current
Transportation Conditions

Transportation
Needs

•Derive Transportation Needs
from Gap between Industry
Needs and Current
Conditions
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Economic Profile
• Key Industries in 2012 by jobs and GDP
• Key growth industries 2012-2025
• Relating to Activity Centers and Freight Centers
by industry
• Comparing workforce (jobs) to occupations
(population)
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Economic Profile
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Transportation Profile
Performance Measure

Transportation Characteristics

Consistency of commute times

Profile of commute times

Workforce/Occupation match

Workforce/Occupation profile by locality and region

Mode choice and Multimodal
accessibility

Percent non-SOV commuters (regional)
Accessibility to jobs /activities by mode (spatial)

Walkable Places






Accessibility heat map by walk mode (regional)

Accessibility profile of activity centers (Network density
and land use diversity)

Active Transportation

Percent walk and bike commute
Per capita mileage of greenways and walk/bike trails
(quality of life measure)

Travel time reliability

Measures of variation in travel times

Acute congestion points

Peak recurring congestion links

Freight accessibility

Truck and rail accessibility and last-mile accessibility

Intermodal transfer facilities

Density comparison to freight volume
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Walk Accessibility
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Regional Activity Centers
• Defined initially based on
• Targeted growth areas
• Relative employment density

• Will be analyzed for
•
•
•
•

Commuter O/D Patterns
Activity Diversity
Accessibility
Walkability

• Can be added to/updated
based on input.
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Freight Activity Centers
• Defined based on
• Jobs in freightdependent
industries

• Will be analyzed for
• Access to highways,
rail, airports and
ports

• Can be added
to/updated based
on input.
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Transportation Profile
Performance Measure

Transportation Characteristics

Consistency of commute times

Profile of commute times

Workforce/Occupation match

Workforce/Occupation profile by locality and region

Mode choice and Multimodal
accessibility

Percent non-SOV commuters (regional)
Accessibility to jobs /activities by mode (spatial)

Walkable Places

Accessibility heat map by walk mode (regional)
Accessibility profile of activity centers (Network diversity
and land use diversity)

Active Transportation

Percent walk and bike commute
Per capita mileage of greenways and walk/bike trails
(quality of life measure)

Travel time reliability
Acute congestion points
Freight accessibility
Intermodal transfer facilities






Measures of variation in travel times
Peak recurring congestion links
Truck and rail accessibility and last-mile accessibility
Density comparison to freight volume
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